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 Inner Light #4 
*  DESIGNED, PIECED, AND QUILTED BY: Caryl Bryer Fallert  
*  DATE:   1993 
*  SIZE:   49" high x 71" wide (124 cm x 180 cm) 
*  COLORS: Pure rainbow hues & black 
*  MATERIALS: fabric: 100% cotton / batting: 100% wool 
*  TECHNIQUES: Hand dyed, machine pieced, pleated, machine quilted 
*  IDENTIFYING MARKS:   Signature & label 
*  OWNER: Permanent collection of: ILLINOIS STATE MUSEUM,  Springfield, Illinois   

(If published,  this must be noted in print by the photograph) 
*  PHOTO: Caryl Bryer Fallert  

Design Concept & Process: 
Inner light has been a recurring theme in many of my quilts.  It interests me both as a symbol of enlightenment and as a purely 

visual phenomenon. This quilt was created  for a special exhibition of contemporary quilts at the  Museum of American Folk Art in New 
York City, NY. 

This is one of a series of quilts in which three dimensional, constructed tucks are incorporated into a string pieced background.  
The background was pieced from fabric dyed in a spectrum of pure rainbow colors, along with areas where these pure colors gradually 
fade to black.  The divisions of space in the background are unevenly spaced diagonal and triangular areas.  While there are areas of 
contrast occurring along the seams of the diagonal areas, overall the contrast is  subtle and appears to emerge and fade along any 
given line. 

Each of the fifty-nine  ½" tucks is constructed from two different fabrics.  The right sides of the tucks  are made from fabrics dyed in 
a  gradation of pure hues, which include the entire spectrum of colors.   The left sides of the tucks  are gradations from the three primary 
colors (turquoise, yellow, fuchsia) and the three secondary colors (orange, purple, green) to black.  The use of color and value (light to 
dark) gradations, and the twisting of the tucks from side to side, create the illusion of movement across the surface of the quilt, and 
light emerging from within the quilt. A radiating, string pieced border surrounds the three dimensional center panel.  All colors of the 
spectrum are used in the border.  Strips of these colors alternate with strips of  black, in the bottom and side borders.  In the top border 
strips of rainbow hues alternate with strips dyed in a light to dark gradation of blue/violet. 

In this quilt I made use of a traditional 19th century technique, string piecing.  By using solid colored fabric dyed in gradations and 
by incorporating three dimensional tucks, it has taken on a very contemporary, high tech look.  The original drawing for this quilt was 
done using Corel DRAW!  a computer assisted drawing program.  The background, tucks, and border were each drawn separately, and 
then layered over one another on the computer screen. 

Exhibitions: 
* QUILT CONNECTION ALL STARS, GREAT AMERICAN QUILT FESTIVAL, 1993, Museum of American Folk Art, New York, NY, and traveling 

(HONORABLE MENTION) 
* CARDBOARD TO COMPUTERS, Eastcoast Quilters Alliance, 1993, (invitational) Westford, MA. 
* MID-ATLANTIC QUILT FESTIVAL, 1994, Williamsburg, VA 
* NORTHERN LIGHTS, Contemporary Fiber Exhibit, Convergence 1994, Minneapolis, MN 
* WEST COAST QUILTERS CONFERENCE COMPUTER QUILT SHOW, 1994, Sacramento, CA 
* AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL QUILT ASSOCIATION SHOW, 1994, Quilt Festival, Houston, TX AWARD OF MERIT 
* Creative & Innovative Quilts, (invitational) 1995, Rocky Mountain Quilt Museum, Golden, CO 
* CAPITOL QUILT FESTIVAL, Invitational Exhibition, 1995, Frankfort, KY 
* GREATER MIDWEST INTERNATIONAL INVITATIONAL X. EXHIBITION, 1995, Central Missouri State University Art Center,  Warrensburg, MO 
* SPECTRUM: THE TEXTILE ART OF CARYL BRYER FALLERT, Traveling Solo Exhibition, 1996-1998 Museum of the American Quilters Society, 

Paducah, KY, Illinois Art Gallery, Chicago, IL, Illinois State Museum Gallery, Lockport, IL, Illinois State Museum, Springfield, IL, Dunedin fine Art 
Center, Dunedin FL, New England Quilt Museum, Lowell, MA 

Publications: 
*  QUILT CONNECTION ALL STARS,   1993: exhibition catalog,   Museum of American Folk Art,  p.  15 
*  CARYL BRYER FALLERT:  A SPECTRUM OF QUILTS, 1996, AQS Books,  pp 62, 63 
*  ACCENT ON LOCKPORT, (newspaper) Oct. 9, 1996 
*  QUILT WORLD, January, 1998,  p 25 
*  AMERICAN STYLE,  1999:   Spring, pp. 58 
*  Quilts Japan, January, 2001, p. 143
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